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PREFACE 

--
WE shall never attain to a perfect knowledge of 
Roman antiquity. [t is t60 far removed ,;om us, 
and the greater' part of the evidence which might 
have preserved its memory has, unfortunately, 
perished. What is left to us has either faded or' 
else fails almost entirely t<;> reflect any of the essential 
features of Roman life. Add to these losses our own 
prejudices and bias; when we try to reconstruct a 
picture of the ancient world, we inevitably falsify it 
by introducing into it too much of the modern spirit. 
Each succeeding generation flatters itself that, by 
dint of repeated efforts, it has succeeded in rendering 
the picture more faithful, unconscious of the fact that 
it is merely following the caprices of a passing fashion, 
and IS, in the majority of instances, swayed by the 
evanescent influences of its own standard of taste. 
Thanks to recent excavations, and to the advance 
achieved in the comparatively modern sciences of 
epigraphy and archa::ology, we have mastered a few 
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points of detail and are proud of our progress; but it 
seems very doubtful whether we shall ever arrive at 
a clear and accurate general conception of the ancient 
world such as we should like to acquire. How can 
we restore to these lifeless texts the vital force and 
accent which once animated them? However hope 
to recall, even by the utmost effort of the imagination, 
the original colour and pristine beauty of these faded 
frescoes, these mutilated statues, these crumbling bas
reliefs. Shall we ever succeed in tr.J.cing anything 
more than' a faint and faltering image of the true 
Rome which we feel lies hidden beneath all these 
books and monuments? 

If I, in my turn, attempt the task, I do so with 
my eyes open to the difficulties before me. The 
picture I am about to draw will be necessarily an 
incomplete one. I am sure to fall into many errors in 
the course of these pages. The reader will perhaps 
forgive them, if he bears in mind that it has been my 
object to write a popular, and, if possible, a lifelike 
book; that while I have not failed to profit wherever 
I could by recent researches, I have, on the other 
hand, endeavoured to avoid excessive detail in order 
that I might penetrate as far as possible into the life 
of the Romans as we conceive it to have been-and· 
what a gulf there is between our conception of it and 
that of our fathers! Our children will, in their turn, 
see it in quite a . different light, future discoveries 
making it necessary to add or suppress some feature 
in one part or other of the picture. What matters it? 
We need not hesitate to exert a single one of our 
faculties, whether of criticism, memory, or imagination, 
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to the utmost if we may hope from this day forward 
to arrive at some positive conclusion and to form a 
mental picture of Roman antiquity, which though 
perhaps inaccurate and imperfect in its details, shall 
be nevertheless well defined in its main outlines. 

Undoubtedly our main difficulty lies in the fact 
that we are obliged to extract from monum~ts and 
books something which, strictly speaking, they cannot 
be said to contain. The Romans were like all other 
races; they did not trouble themselves to represent 
or record details which lay within the common know
ledge of all; I now, it is precisely these details of 
which we are often ignorant and which, since they 
are most characteristic of ancient customs, would 
prove of the utmost value to us. We must therefore 
seek to re-discover them, if need be, by guessing 
at them. 

I do not mind confessing that in more than one 
part of the present work I have realised how many 
things I was deficient in, which, had I possessed 
them, would have helped me to make this volume 
as correct in form and .solid in foundation as I 
could have desired. In one place I wanted to be 
an archa!ologist, in another an epigraphist, and 'in 
numerous instances I should have liked to study in 
greater detail and at more leisure some problem of 
whjch I was able to divine the interest. But regrets 

I Vegetius, i. 8, makes a similar remark on the subject of 
military education: "Illi res gestas ... tan tum scripsere, .. i 

isla 'lUtZ fjut1'rimus nota relinfjuentes." (Authors confine them
selves to the statement of events, omitting, as being well known, 
those ~ry details which we desire to know.) 
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of this nature are inseparable from any general review 
of a large subject. I have sought in every direction 
for anything which might help the reader to form 
an impression of the life of the ancients. I have· 
sedulously avoided hackneyed phrases and fictions of 
every kind; unless I am much mistaken, Gallus and 
Camulogenes have had their day. Even schoolboys 
themselves have lost their liking for these scholastic 
fables; their curiosity no longer requires to be stimu
lated by such methods; they will, in my opinion, be 
fully justified if they demand that no. factitious 
barrier of this kind shall be placed between the 
!Jlodern reader and ancient life. 

Should anyone object, however, that the chapters 
of this book and the facts contained in them are not 
closely enough linked together, I know of a noble 
framework in which they might be set, and which 
would worthily hold nearly the whole material of the 
present work; I would take my readers straight to 
that villa of Hadrian near Tibur, which fell into ruins 
at the close of the Empire and has since been so 
pitilessly ran~ked by one generation after another, 
that hardly the bare bones of it now remain,' though 
scholars and artists of the present day are doing their 
be~t to restore it. 

We know that the emperor in question, ~ worthy 
and learned, if somewhat eccentric man, had ere<;ted 
there a sort of microcosm in 'which the characteristics 
of the most diverse regions Y/ere duly reflected; in its .... 

• Cf. Juvenal, viii. 90, "Ossa vides rerum vacuis exsuc/tJ 
medullis." (" Thou beholdest the bones of things from which 
the very marrow has been sucked.") 
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.. Poecile" we find the refinements of Greece, in its 

.. Canopus" the weird customs .of Egypt, in its 

.. Hades" a. crystallisation of popular superstitions, 
in its theatres the essence of the Greek and Roman 
character; in its baths every form of public amuse
ment, every refinement of private luxury which 
characterised the age. Where can we hope to find 
a more fitting frame in which to set our reconstruction 
of the life or the ancients? 

From the spoils of this villa which are scattered 
broadcast at Naples, in Rome, and elsewhere, we 
know that it must have been enriched by all the 
magnificences of that period. We. may people it 
as we please; in its chambers and under its porticoes 
we may introduce a seething crowd of consuls, 
orators, tribunes and senators, poets and philoso
phers-these latter had a chamber to themselves, 
just as an alley was reserved for them at Chantilly; 
through this motley throng the emperor passes, a 
man of a strong though somewhat inconsistent 
character. In a corner by himself sits young Marcus 
Aurelius, a serious youth,' and very .sfticere; 2 he is 
perhaps meditating over one of his future tests of 
conscience in the light of one's experience of things 
and men,3 and doubtless estimates in a single glatlce 
all the vanities before him at their true worth . 

• Capitolinus, ii. I, "a prima infantia gravis." (" Of a serious 
mien from his earliest childhood.") 

• Ibid. i. 10, Hadrian caUed him Verissimus (a punning 
. allusion to the name of his father, Annius Verus). 

3 Medii., x. 27: H rTVVEXW!: 17rl.vOEiv, 7rWr; 7I"avra Totaiira ;nrola 
viiv ril~'r"', "ai ,..pou9", 'riv,ro ... Kai ilXa opap.ara . "ai U"'lvd:~ 
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These are some of the results which may readily 
be attained by a little groping among the ashes of 
arch~ology and history. But after all, even when 
surrounded by these ruins, we must fall back, in 
the long run, on imagination, and imagination cannot 
carry us far across their confused remains. I shall, 
therefore, most certainly refrain from guiding the 
reader even to the threshold of the villa, and shall 
merely content myself by naming one or two 
excellent guides for those who are not repelled by 
difficulties of detail. I 

In an essay like the present, we shall, I think, be 
well advised if we adopt a totally different method. 
We must not confine ourselves in too narrow a space 
or too short a period. The documents at our dis
posal would probably be too scanty, and we should 
fail to obtain that . general view of Roman life at 
the beginning of the Empire of which we are 
especially in quest. 

To endeavour to include in this small volume 
every form of life at Rome under the Empire, would 
be to attempt the impossible; Rome changed inces-

o;'o"c.r~ iiaa ./C ".ipa~ Tij~ aij~, i) Tij~ "p.apvTip~ iaTopi~ 'rvw~, 
"po opparwv riB. aBa<, OIOV aVAI)V OAI111 'A,lp<Ullov (" Forget not that 
in times gone by everything has already happened just as it is 
happening to-day ...• Place before thine eyes whole dramas 
with the same endings, the same scenes, just as thou knowest 
them by thine own expen'ence or from earlier history, such,for 
example, as the whole court of Hadntlll.") 

I Cf, Boissier, Rome and Pompeii, or the work recently pub
lished in German by a member 'of the German Institute at 
Rome, H. Winnefeld, Berlin, Reimer, 1895, containing thirteen 
plates and forty-three engravings. 
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santly as years went by and new generations came 
on the scene: we must be satisfied to grasp the trend 
of these movements and to seize a few of their 
aspects. This must be our aim in the following 
chapters; in· each of them we shall be transported 
into some well-known spot which has been fully ex
plored, or we shall pause to examine some depart
m~nt of Roman life which has been made the subject 
of careful study and which may help us to form some 
idea of the remainder; within the narrow limits of 
Pompeii we shall learn what the excavations have 
to teach us concerning the everyday life of the 
ancients; the African contingent must be made 
to represent the other legions of the Roman army; 
and Pliny the Younger will have to sit to us as the 
model of a Roman· gentleman of literary tastes at 
the close of the first century. I have naturally chosen 
my types from among those places, men, and institu
tions of which we possess the fullest knowledge. 

I have avoided quotations wherever possible. It 
will be noticed, however, that I frequently quote 
from the Historia Augusta, a storehouse of informa
tion which is perhaps less generally known than 
others that might be named. I am quite conscious 
that it is not safe for the-historian to draw too 
recklessly on this source. I I cannot, however regard 
this as a good reason for allowing a host of charac
teristic touches· which throw a searching light on 
customs and institution!i, to lie buried in these poor 
biographies: for our present purpose it matters but 

, I have- read and am greatly pleased with M. H. Peters' • 
curious book, ScrijJtores Histona Augusta, Teubner, 1892. 
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little whether they were re-written by some writer 
of the fifth century, or drawn entirely from some 
ancient source. 

In regard to the archa:ological portion of the work, 
I have in every case confined myself to a general 
view, leaving details and controversial matter on 
one side. To quote the words used by Stendhal I in 
reference to the baths of Caracalla, "There are times 
when these desert~d ruins are a source of much 
pleasure; but, to my mind, they lose rather than 
gain in interest from complicated description." How· 
many ruins and monuments there are to which even 
now-or, if you will, more especially now-the same 
remark may be applied . 

• Promenades delllS Rome, i. 20<). 
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possessed no conception of the history of art-Imitations 
of al\ kinds placed on the market at Rome-Copies palmed 
off as originals, and so-cal\ed works of art made wholesale 
and sold in the rough.' ' 

CHAPTER XI 

THE REPRESENTATIVES OF MORAL IDEAS IN ROMAN 

SOCIETY • 265 

The representatives of moral ideas in Roman Society
I n the midst of al1 the corruption which we have described, 
we find a school of ascetic philosophers and a didactic 
literature of exquisite quality. 

I. In spite of its licence ,md crudity of expression, the 
whole literature of the first century is 'permeated by a vein 
of serious moral inspiration; this is more especial\y notice
able in the works of the satirists. 

II. Works of avowedly moral tendency-In these. the 
language, style, and social status of the authors differ 
widely; yet we feel the same inspiration in the works 
of Seneca, MlIrcus Aurelius, and Epictetus-Singular bold
ness displayed by them, both in ideas and expression
Epictetus: the Dissertations; characteristic details con
cerning the author and the period in which he flourished 
-Marcl~s Aurelius-Seneca: his theories and practice at 
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variance with one another-If we regard him as a sort of 
"father confessor," he is open to serious criticism in several 
respects-His qualities; he possessed- remarkable powers 
of observation and great literary talent-Seneca's masters 
- In the Decltlll/atiollcs of Seneca the elder and in the 
writings of his son we find references to persons who 
combined the calling of philosophers and rhetoricians
Agrippinus, a philosophic magistrate of a somewhat 
eccentric type - The Roman moralists were in reality 
the forerunners of Christianity. 

CHAPTER XII 

THE ARIIIY IN AFRICA 

I. The imperial army in general-The military spirit 
carefully fostered in the army by the emperors--Military 
narrative Ul the historians of the empire, more particularly 
in Tacitus. 

III. The African Army-The three provinces-II) Com
position of the army employed to occupy and defend them 
-The h"gio tertia AI/gllst'l and its auxiliaries-Divisions of 
the legion-Auxiliary cohorts and native troops of Mauri
tania. 

(2) Administration of the African Army-Recruiting
From the end of the first century onwards, the lcgio terti,l 
Allgllsta, and, doubtless, the auxiliary troops as well, were 
recruited entirely in Africa-Their maintenance-Official 
and private religion of the legionaries and auxiliaries
Drill_Buildings-Pay; bonuses; deposits paid into the 
regimental chest of the legion-Burial Clubs and Sc/IO{": 
or Benefit Societies maintained by the officers and non
commissioned officers of the same division-Colonies of 
veterans. 

t~) The camp. 
III. In spite of differences due to climatic conditions, 

the imperial army was administered on a uniform system 
-The emperors had, on the whole, contrived to secure for 
themselves the devotion of both officers and men. 
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I. The barbarians on the northern frontier - Natural 
boundaries of the empire on the north-Two great races 
with which the Romans had to contend, the Sarmatians 
and G.,rmans-Means of defence adopted on the frontier
These did not prevent mutual intercourse bdween Romans 
and barbarians. 

II. The Roman view of the barbarians. 
(I) Sculptured monuments; columns, bas-reliefs and 

statues - Their general character - Rugged and sullen 
aspect of the figures--The convention which required the 
barbarians to be represented in a state of nudity must 
have commended itself to artists-Various sentiments 
ascribed to the barbarians-In the best work of this kind 
it is easy to distinguish between the various races. 

(2) The barbarians in Roman literature-We hav., here 
two widely different epochs and sources of information. 

(a) Tacitus--The GcrmalZia-This is a separate work, 
which stands by itself among the writings of Tacitus, 
having a special introduction and conclusion of its own
The date at which it was written (98)-System adopfed in 
the treatment of the subject-Was Tacitus ever in Germany? 
-What meaning are we to assign to the sentence at the 
end of Cap. xxxiii. ?- Did Tacitus foresee the danger of a 
general barbarian invasion 1- His point of view-His 
sources of information - Attractions which his subject 
possessed for him-The light thrown by hlm on character
istic German customs and institutions-He takes advantage 
of the opportunity afforded by his subject to satirise the 
vices of the capita\. . 

(b) Outsid., the writings of Tacitus our sources of in
formation are decidedly scanty--Two great attacks made 
on Rome: the inroad of the Marcomanni and the great 
invasion-A distinction must be drawn between the bar
baric races of Germany, whose chief strength lay in their 
infantry, and the nomadic races of the East, whose cavalry 
was distinguished by weariless activity-The dissensions 
fomented among the barbarians by Rome and the enlist-
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ment of large bodies of auxiliaries did not suffice to save 
the empire-Promotion of barbarians to responsible posts 
in the army-The barbarians as represented by Ammianus 
Marcellinus and Sidon ius Apollinaris. 

CHAPTER XIV 

A TYPICAL ROMAN OF THE EMPIRE, PLINY THE 

YOUNGER 

I. His family-His politic."\1 career j his fortune-His 
eloquence and reputation-The two villas described by 
him-His public readings and admiration for the readings 
of others-Anecdotes. 

II. Pliny and Trajan-Pliny's visit to Celltlmlel'llre
Panegyrics: a source of most valuable information in 
regard to the history of this period-Correspondence be
tween Pliny and Trajan, in the 10th Book of the Epistles-
In these letters Trajan has all the best of it. 
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III. The other letters-All have been carefully Tevised 
and edited-Valuable details which Pliny has handed down 
to us in regard to his uncle and the reign of Qomitian
Lawsuit between Priscus and Classicus-Regulus-Pliny's 
character-Some of his failings strike us as very singular j 
his vanity and credulity j he is somewhat narrow-minded j 
others of his failings, however, we are almost tempted to 
class as virtues-Among other good qualities he possessed 
one more valuable than all the rest, viz., good-nature. 
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perial, 288-95; Tacitus' des
cription of, 292-94 

Army in Africa, xi., 296-316; 
. benefit societies, 312; buri!,l 

clubs, 312; camp, the, 314; 
childreni soldiers', 303; dis
position of, 297; described 
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93, 310; drill, 306; gifts to 
soldiers, 93,310; I.cgio Il/. 
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of troops, 304; married 
soldiers, 308; military guilds, 
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by, 91 
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of Vopiscus, 206· 
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Drill, military, 306 
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Effigies at funerals, 153 
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Emperor, accession of, 78, 120 

allegiance of army to, 290 
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apotheosis of, 151; and army, 
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79; eloquence of, 231, 234; 
funeral of, 151; New Year's 
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Epictetus, 273-76 
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Heating apparatus in baths, 99 
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Hunting spectacles, 122 
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Legacy-hunting, 176-81; III 

Horace, 186; in Juvenal, 183, 
186; in Petronius, 187 
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Libraries, 72; arrangement of, 
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237 
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MSS., ancient, 238 
!II a'lIia, in Forum, 59 
Marcus Aurelius, at Court of 

Hadrian, ix.; moralist, 276 ; 
sale of plate and jewels, 93 ; 
thoughtfulness of, 107 

Marriage in the army, 308 
Martial, Ap,'pIIOrcitl, 139 

Dc SPt'citlcl/lis, ,,8 
Milo, 232 
Montaigne, on Ancient Rome, 

64; on Roman baths, 99, 103 
Moralists, Roman, 265-87; 

academic defects, 271 ; Agrip. 
pinus, 285 ; Eyictetus, 273-6 ; 
forerunners 0 Seneca, 284; 
M. Aurelius, 276; satirists, 
269 ; Seneca, 277-84 ; Seneca 
the Elder, 284 
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268 " 
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wheel, 250· ; of the dog, 23* 
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Mythological paintings, 31, 

253-, 255" 
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8, "9 
Nero's presents to the l'/cb,~, 106 
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Ne\'Oleia Tyche, tomb of, 159~ 
New Year's Day in Rome, 127 
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Trajan, 233, 360 
Pay, military, 309 . 
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Plays, Roman, ,,6 
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and the Christians, 363 ; 
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frescoes described by, 216; 
friends and enemies, 36 ; as 
a gardener, 353; letters to 
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private, 19, 264; mosaics at, 
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22-26, III, 249 ; paintings at, 
26--32, 215; plan of, 2"; 
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wall-writing, 38" 

Posters, 40 
Probate duties, J 75 
Provinces, art in the, 258 
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Pyre, funeml, 151 

Q 
(~ualilies ascribed to Emperors, 

82 
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R 

I{eadings, public, 239, 353 
Recruiting, 300 
Research, historical, 241 
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Rhetoric, schools of, 227-35 
Ro~tm, 50 

S 

Satirists, moral ideas of, 269 
_ Saturnalian gifts, 132-36 
SdlO/tI, meanings of, 221, 312 
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Senate and Emperor, 85 
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Seneca the Elder, 284 
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Barharians, 340 
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Specbocles in amphitheatre, 119 
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Stage effects, 119 
Statues in Forum, 67 
St,:CIIlP, 127 

T 

Tacitus, army as described by, 
292-94; and Pliny, 351, 359, 
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Barbarians as described in, 
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did T. foresee Barbarian in
vasion? 329; rhetorical de
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335; sources of, 332; was It 
written at first hand? 328 

Tadius, S., 114 
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174 . . f 
Theatres, 112-17 ; mtenor 0 , 

114. ; noise at, 115 ; political 
demonstrations at, 116; 
Pompeiian, 104; readings in,' 
354 

Thennre, see Baths 
Timgad, 4, 97 
Titles of Emperors, 81 
Tombs, 159; at Corneto, 161 ; 

of Nevoleia Tyche, 159"; 
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358; letters to Phny, 361-64 ; 
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triumph over the Daclans, 
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U 

Ulysses and Tiresias, 186 
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Verres, 257 
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Vi/he NlIslic(e, 195-99 
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Vopiscus, villa of, 206 
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Wild-beast fights, 122 
Wills, 167-89 ; cap/a[jo, 176-81; 

Eumolpus and his, 188; 
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forged, 181; legacies to 
prominent men, 184; Jegacy
hunting, 176-81 ; legacy, a 
strange, 188; making of, 
169; in the army, 171 ; per 
(I'S d libra til, 172; Probate 
duties, 175; reading of, 173; 
signing of, 175; tabl~ts used 
for, 173; /,'S/,I/I/<'I//IIII/ il/ 
/,rocil/cill, 170-74 
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+- th~~~:~ao;!}=!.>;.:eo:t:"!k(":~~o:.!n;:t:~~gt~·~·=o~~li~h~J:"~D~~'~.vcZ=~Y for the *' +- U The bibliography by Mr. W. H. Chesson •••• is a labour of real merit and value, carried *' +- out in a thorough and workmanlike manner."- ciraphic. -+-
~ * ~ " The Masterpiece 0/ a Great Spanish Artt"st," * t PABLO DE SEGOVIA: * 
~ The Adventures of a Spanish Sharper. * 
~ * .~ BY FRANCISCO DE QUEVEDO. * 
~ Illustrated with over 100 Dlawing. by DANIEL VIERGE. With an Introduction * 
~ on" Vierge and his Art," by JOSEPH P~NNELL j and" A Critical Essay * 
~ on Quevedo, and his Writings," by H. "E. WATTS. Super royal 4to, * 
~ parchment, old style (limited edition), £3 135. 6d. net. * 
~ * 1.: London:T. F1SHERUNWIN,PATER.NOSTER.SQUARE, :I: 
~+~++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~ 
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SIX - SHILLING NOVELS 
In uniform treen cloth, large cruwn 8vo., gilt tops, 6s, 

Effie Hetherington. By ROBERT BUCHA~AN. Second Edition. 
An Outcast of the Islands. By JOSEPH CoNRAD. Second Edition 
Almayer's Folly. By JOSEPH CONRAD. Second Edition. 
The Ebbing of the Tide. By LOUIS BECKE. Second Edition. 
A First Fleet Family. By LoUIS BECKE and WALTER JEFFERY. 
Paddy's Woman, and Other Stories: By HUMPHREY JAMES. 
Clara Hopgood. By MARK RUTHERFORD. Second Edition. 
The Tales of John Oliver Hobbes. Portrait of the Author. Secona 

Edition. 
The Stickit Minister. By S. R. CROCKETT. Eleventh Edition 
The Lilac Sunbonnet. By S. R. CROCKETT. Sixth Edition. 
The Raiders. By~. R. GROCKETT. Eighth Edition. 
The Orey Man. By S. R. CROCKETT. 
In a Man's Mind. By J. R. WATSON. 
A Daughter of the Fen. By J. T. BEALBY. SecoRd Edition. 
The Herb.Moon. By JOHN OLIVER HOBBES. Third Edition. 
Nancy Noon. By llENIAMIN SWIFT. Second Edition. With New 

Preface. . 
Mr. Magnus. By F. REGINALD STATHAM. Second Edition. 
Trooper Peter Halket of Mashonaland. By OLIVE SCHREINER. 

Frontispiece. 
Pacific Tales. By LOUIS BECKE. With Frontispiece Portrait d. 

the Author. Second Edition. 
Mrs. Keith's Crime. By Mrs. W. K. CLIFFORD. Sixth Edition. 

With Portrait of Mrs. Keith by the Hon. JOHN CoLUER, and a New Preface by 
. the Author. 

Hugh Wynne. By Dr. S. WEIR MITCHELL. With Frontispiece 
Illustration. . 

The Tormentor. By BENIAMIN SWIFT, Author of .. Nancy Noon~" 
Prisoners of Conscience. By AMELIA E. BARR, Author of .. Jan 

Vedder's Wife." With .. liiustrations. 
The Oods, some Mortals and Lord WIckenham. New Edition. 

B)' JOHN OLIVER HOBBES. 
The Outlaws of the Marches. By Lord ERNEST HAMILTU~. 

FuUy illustrated. 
The School for Saints: Part of t::e History of the Right Honourable 

~~~~ ~:;:~S~!';'~d aB.1J:!.~.:'.~~::~Rer~~~::~ .. A&~hor of "Sinner's Comedy,' 

The People of Clopton. By GEORGE BARTRAM. 

11, Paternoster BuUdlngs, London, E.C. 



T • ..:FISHER UNWIN. Publisher. 

THE EBBING OF THE 
TIDE BY 

LOUIS BECKE 
Author of " By Reef and Palm" 

Second Edition. Crown 8vo~, clot". 6s • 

.. Mr. Louis Becke wields a powei'ful pen, with the additional advantage 
that he waves it in unfrequented placeS; and summons up with it the elemental 
passions of human nature •.•• It will be seen that Mr. Becke is somewhat 
of the fleshly school, but with a pathos and power not given to the ordinary 
professors of that school.. • Altogether for those who like stirring stories 
cast in strange scenes, this is a book to be read."-N"titHJal ObseN/ .... 

PACIFIC TALES 
BY 

LOUIS BECKE 
With a Portrait of the Author 

Second EdItion. Crown 8vo., clot", 6s • 

.. The appearance of a new book by Mr. Becke has become an event of note 
-and very justly. No living author, if we except Mr. Kipling. has so amazing 
a command of that unhackneyed vitality of phrase that most people call by 
the name of realism. Whether it is scenery or character or incident that he 
wishes to depict, the touch i. ever 80 dramatic and vivid that the reader is 
conscious of a picture and impression that has no paraliel save in the records 
of ar,tuai sight and memory."- WestmiflSte,. Gazette • 

.. • \nother series of sketches of island life in the South Seas, not inferior to 
those contained in • By Reef and Palm.' ·-Speak .... 

.. The book is well worth reading. The author knows what he is biking 
~ ....... o.,.'~ .. _~ .• --". B. B~m;o T"" . 

.. A notable contribution to the romance of the South Seas.' 
T. P. O'CONNOR, M.P., in Tlu Graphit. 

11. Paternoster Buildings, London. E.C. 



T. FISHER UNWIN, Publisher, 

WORKS BY JOSEPH CON~AD 

I. 

AN OUTCAST 
ISLANDS 

OF 

Crown 8110., doth, 6s • 

THE 

.. Subject to the qualifications thus disposed of (.·;de lirst part uf noUte) • 
• An Outcast of the Islands' is perhaps the finest piece of fiction that has been 
published this year. as • Almayer's Folly' was one of the finest that was pul>
Iished in 1895 ••• Surely this is real romance-the romance that is real. 
Space forbids anything but the merest recapitulation of the other living 
realities of I\Ir. Conrad's inventi"n-of Lingard, of the inimitable Alma)'er. 
the one-eyed Babalatchi, the Naturalist. of the pious Abdulla-all novel, all 
authentic. Enough has been written to show lIIr. Conrad's quality, He 
imagines hi9 scenes and their sequence like a master i he knows his individu
alities and their hearts; he has a new and wonderful field in this East Indian 
Novel of his •••. Greatness is deliberately written; the present writer has 
read and re-read his two books, and after putting this re,'iew aside for some 
days to consider the discretion of it. the word still stand .... -S"lurtiay Net·;,..,. 

II. 

A LM AYER'S FOLLY 
Second Edition. CrowlI 8110" doll" 65. 

"ThiS startling, unique, splendid book.'" 
Mr. T. P. O·Cl.lNNOR, III.P • 

.. This is a decidely powerful story 01 an uncommon type, and breaks fresh 
ground in fiction •••• All the leading characters in the bouk-Almayer, his 
wife. his dau~hter. and D:tin. the daughter's native lover-are well drawn. and 
the parting b.t\\'een father and daughter has a pathetic naturalness about it. 
unspoiled by straining after dTecL There are, too, some admirably graphic 

'passages in the book. The approach of a monsoon is most effectively 
described. , •• The name of lIIr, Joseph Conrad is new to us, but it appears 
to usa .. if he might become the Kipling of the Malay Archipela~o:'-~p,clalor 

11, Paternoster- Buildings, London, F..C. 
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THE .STICKIT MINISTER 
ANDSOMECQMMON 
MEN BY 

s. R. CROCKETT 

EletJlIIlI, Edilioll. Cruu", 8vo., doll" 65 • 

• Here is one of the books which are at present coming singly and at long 
inten'als, like early swallows, to herald, it is to be hoped, a larger flighl 
When Ule larger flight appears,lhe winter of our discontent will h3\'e passed, 
and we sball be able to boast that U.e short story' can make a home east as 
well as weslof tbe AUanlic. l'bere is plenty of buman nalure--of lbe Scottish 
variety. which is a very good variety-in' The Stickit Minister' and its com
panion stories; plenty of humour, too, of thal dry, pawky kind which is a 
monopoly of • Caledonia, stem and wild'; and, most plentiful of aU, a quiet 
percertion and reticent rendering of that underlying pathos of life wbch is to 
be disco\Oered, not in Scotland alone, but c,oerywhere that a man is found who 
can see with the beart and the imagination as well as the brain. 1.lr. Crockett 
has gh"en us a book that is not merely good, it is what his countrymen would 
call • by~rdinar' good: which, being interpreted into a tongue understanded of 
the soulhern berd, oieans tbat it is excellent, wilb a somewbat exceptional kind 
of e:J[cellence."-DailJl CI,ro"icl,. 

THE LILAC 
BONNET 

SUN-
BY 

S. R. CROCKETT 

Sixth Edition. Crown 8vo" dolfi, 6a • 

• Mr. Crockett' •• Lilac Sun-Bonnet' • needs no bush.' Here is a pretty love 
~le, and the landscape and rural descriptions carry the exile back into the 
Kingdom of Galloway. Here, indeed, is the scent of bog-m)Ttle and peal 
After inquiries among the fair, I learn that of all romances, they b<:st 1m .. , 
Dot ·sociology: DJt • theology,' still less, open manslaught~rl for a motive, but 
just love's young dream, chapter after cbapter. From Mr. Crockett they get 
wlt.1t they wallt, • bot with,' as Thackeray admits UJat he liked il" 

Mr. AKDREW LA!I:G in Longman's Mag'";"', 

11, Paternoster Buildings, London, E.C. 
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T. FISHER UNWIN. Publlsher, 

STORY· 
THE 

--------
OF 
NATIONS 

A SERIES OF· POPULAR HISTORIES. 

EacA Volu_ is fi"".islud flJitlt Maps, fOUl/rations. and' fnM". Larg. 
erOflJn Svo .• /anc)' ,lot". gold letttrld. or Library Edition, darA cloth. !Jurnishtd 
rtd top, 58 • • acA.-Or may 6. IuuJ ,,, Aalf Plrsia", ,lot" sides, gilt tops,-

PriG, 1111 Applicatill1l. 
I. Rome. By ARTHUR GILMAN, M.A. 2S, ScothUlCl. By JOID! l(ACKINTOSII . 
.. The Jewa. By Professor J. K. LL.D. 

HOSMER. 26. Switzerland. By R. STUD and 
3. Germany. By the Rev. S. BARING- LIN" HUG. 

GOULD. 27. MeIlco. By SUSAN HALE. 
.. Carthage. By Professor ALlrRED .8, Portugal. By H. MORSE STEPHENS. 

J. CHUNLH. 2C). The Norman .. By SARAII ORNIl 
S, Alexander'. Bmpll'8o B1 Prof, JEWIlTT. 

J. P. MAIIA.'VY. 3Q. The Byzantine Bmplre. By 
6. The Moorll In Spain. By C. W. C. O .. A". M.A. 

STANLEY LANE-POOLE. 31. Sicily: PhClgnlclan, Greek 
7. Ancient Egypt. By Prof. and Roman. Ily lb~ lale E,A. 

GEORGE RAWLINSON. FREEMAN. 

8. Hungary. By Prof. ARMINllIS 3" The TUBcan and Genoa 
VAMBERY. RepublicB. By BELLA Dun". 

90 The Saracenll. By ARTHlIR "' Poland. By W. R. 1I0RFILL. 
GILMAN. lolA 34- Parthla. By Prof. GEORGE RAW_ 

10. Ireland. By the HoD. EMILY UNSON. 
LAWLESs. 35. The Australian Commcn· 

II. Chaldea. By, ZBNAIDE A. wealth. By GI"'VILLE l'""u"K 
RAGOZIN. THEN. 

'IJ. The Goths. By HENRY BRADLEY. 36. Spain. By H, E. WAT1"!\. 
13. ABsyrla. By ZIlNAIDE A. RAGOUN. 37. Japan. By DA,'ID Ut"RRAY. Ph,D. 
14, Tu rkey. By STANLEY LANa- 38. South Africa. By G.ORGE M. 

POOLE. THEAL. 
IS, H 0 11 and. By Professor J. E. 390 Yen Ice. By the Han. ALETHEA 

THOROLD ROGERS. WIEL. 

16. Medllllval France. By GtlSTAVB 40. The CruBadeB: The Latin Kin~ 
MASSON. dom of Jerusalem. Ry T. A.. ARCUJ::N 

17. Perala. By S. G. W. BENJAMIN. ond CHARLES L. KINGSFORD. 
t8. Pbcsnlola. By Prof. GEORGE 41• ~~:~~INlndla. By ~ENAIDE A. 

RAWLINSON. 4" The Weat Indies and the 
190 Media. By ZENAIDE A. RAGOZIN. Spanlah Main. By JAM"" 
.... The Hanlla Town.. By HELBN ROD\YAY. F.L.S. • 

Z""'ERN. 43. Bohemia. By C. E. MAt'RICE. 
.1. Early Britain. By Professor 44- The BalkanB. By W. MILnR. 

AI FR>"D J CHURCH 45. Canada. By Dr. BOURISOT • 
.... The B~rb~ry' Cor.alrs. . By 46. ~~~Bh India. By R. W. FRAzER, 

STANLEY LASE-POOLE. 47. Modern France. By ASDRi LIt 
• 130 RUBBla. By W. R. 1I0RVILL. BON • 

.... The JewlI under the Roman The Prank •• By LEWIS SIlRGEAX1. 
Bmplre. By W. D. 1I0RRISO". B.A. 

4<), Austria. By SIO"EY WHITMAS, 
50. Modern England before the Reform Bill. By JUSTI" l\r.:;IIR:'iY. N,r-, 
St. China. By Prufessor J)OVULAS.· . 

11, Paternoster Buildings, .London, E.c;. 


